Graphene Nanoribbon as Potential On-Chip Interconnect Material—A Review
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Abstract: In recent years, on-chip interconnects have been considered as one of the most challenging areas in ultra-large scale integration. In ultra-small feature size, the interconnect delay becomes more pronounced than the gate delay. The continuous scaling of interconnects introduces significant parasitic effects. The resistivity of interconnects increases because of the grain boundary scattering and side wall scattering of electrons. An increased Joule heating and the low current carrying capability of interconnects in a nano-scale dimension make it unreliable for future technology. The devices resistivity and reliability have become more and more serious problems for choosing the best interconnect materials, like Cu, W, and others. Because of its remarkable electrical and its other properties, graphene becomes a reliable candidate for next-generation interconnects. Graphene is the lowest resistivity material with a high current density, large mean free path, and high electron mobility. For practical implementation, narrow width graphene sheet or graphene nanoribbon (GNR) is the most suitable interconnect material. However, the geometric structure changes the electrical property of GNR to a small extent compared to the ideal behavior of graphene film. In the current article, the structural and electrical properties of single and multilayer GNRs are discussed in detail. Also, the fabrication techniques are discussed so as to pattern the graphene nanoribbons for interconnect application and measurement. A circuit modeling of the resistive-inductive-capacitive distributed network for multilayer GNR interconnects is incorporated in the article, and the corresponding simulated results are compared with the measured data. The performance of GNR interconnects is discussed from the view of the resistivity, resistive-capacitive delay, energy delay product, crosstalk effect, stability analysis, and so on. The performance of GNR interconnects is well compared with the conventional interconnects, like Cu, and other futuristic potential materials, like carbon nanotube and doped GNRs, for different technology nodes of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).
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1. Introduction

The rapid miniaturization of the transistor feature size in an integrated circuit chip has been observed over the past four decades. With the introduction of nano-scale technology, the intrinsic gate delay of the transistor has become less significant compared to the interconnects delay [1,2]. So, the chip performance and reliability are better determined by the properties of the interconnects instead of the transistors [3,4]. In a not so small sub-micron range, the interconnects are approximated as a lumped resistive-capacitive (RC) network, whereas in the nano-scale range, a
distributed resistive-inductive-capacitive (RLC) network is the more appropriate model [5,6]. In reality, interconnects are in very close proximity to other interconnects, either in same or different levels in a chip. So, the complex geometry of the integrated circuit introduces resistive, capacitive, and inductive parasitic components, which have different effects on circuit behavior, like (i) large propagation delay, (ii) more dynamic power dissipation, and (iii) high cross-talk effect [3,4,7,8].

The capacitance of on-chip interconnect principally depends on its shape (for rectangular interconnects: length, \(l\); width, \(w\); and thickness, \(t\)), distance from substrate (\(h\)), dielectric constant of the surrounding environment (\(\varepsilon_r\)), and distance from the adjacent interconnects, as shown in Figure 1. The use of a lower permittivity material, like aero gels (\(\varepsilon_r \approx 1.5\)), instead of SiO\(_2\) (\(\varepsilon_r \approx 4\)) may offer a lower capacitance. However, new dielectric materials may not be suitable for large scale fabrication. However, the structural parameters of the interconnects become shorter with geometrical scaling, which increases the fringing field capacitance (\(C_{ff}\)) over the parallel plate capacitance (\(C_{pp}\)). When small values of \(w\) lead to denser wiring and less area overhead, a smaller \(w/h\) (<1) contributes a very high value of \(C_{ff}\), thereby increasing the overall interconnect capacitance. The shorter length of the interconnects is also responsible for a high \(C_{ff}\). So, in a nano-scale region, the overall interconnect capacitance (\(C_{int} = C_{pp} + C_{ff}\)) increases because of an enhanced fringing field effect. The capacitive coupling (\(C_{cc}\)) between the neighboring interconnect lines is responsible for the signal crosstalk related problem. \(C_{cc}\) becomes very significant when the thickness (\(t\)) of the interconnects is comparable to its width (\(w\)). So, structural miniaturization contributes a high capacitance for on-chip interconnects.

The resistance of on-chip interconnects depends on its shape and resistivity (\(\rho\)). So far as the resistivity is concerned, Cu (\(\rho = 1.7 \times 10^{-8} \ \Omega\)m) offers the lowest resistivity compared to Al, W, and doped polysilicon. But, in recent years, the resistivity of the Cu interconnects has increased appreciably because of the miniaturization of the interconnect dimensions that increase the carrier scattering extensively [9]. The geometrical scale down of the interconnects’ cross section becomes less or comparable than the the mean free path (MFP) of electron in the bulk metal (40 nm for Cu at room temperature) [8,10]. At the same time, the average grain size becomes much smaller than the bulk metal, resulting in the enhanced grain boundary scattering of electrons of the interconnects [3].

The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) is a set of documents produced by a group of experts, with the aim of giving a roadmap for the next 15 years. ITRS-2013 predicted that the width (\(w\)), the current density (\(j\)), and the resistivity (\(\rho\)) of the Cu interconnects would be 8 nm, \(4.91 \times 10^6 \ \text{A/cm}^2\), and \(10.81 \times 10^{-8} \ \Omega\)m, respectively, in the year 2027. So, the increased Joule heating will lead to the reduction of the interconnect lifetime and the overall current carrying capacity [11,12].

**Figure 1.** Schematic of on-chip interconnects parallel to the ground plane showing all parasitic capacitances.
On the other hand, the overall dynamic power dissipation \( P = CV^2f \), with \( C \) being the capacitance, \( V \) being the supply voltage, and \( f \) being the switching frequency of the chip increases with the higher value of interconnects capacitance \( C_{\text{int}} \). The interconnect RC delay increases and it may become higher or comparable to the gate delay. The energy delay product (EDP) also increases significantly. Crosstalk problem becomes more pronounced in the case of dense wiring. So, the conventional interconnect metal, like Cu, may not be suitable for future-generation on-chip interconnects to overcome the critical challenges of technology scaling [1–4].

Because of its exceptionally superior electronic properties, graphene can be considered as the potentially alternative material available for on-chip interconnects. Intrinsic graphene shows the properties of semi-metal or zero gap semiconductors with excellent electronic behavior, including a high current density, high thermal conductivity, ballistic transport, mechanical robustness, and chemical inertness [13–16]. As it is already known, graphene has remarkably high electron mobility at room temperature (~15,000 cm² V⁻¹ S⁻¹) [16,17] and the lowest resistivity \( 10^{-8} \Omega\text{m} \), almost 1.59 times smaller than silver. Because of its two-dimensional (2D) structures, graphene has limited phase space for electron scattering, and so it offers a long mean free path compared to the nano-scale metal interconnects [3,18]. Moreover, the 2D structure of the graphene sheet also offers less parasitic capacitance than the Cu interconnects [4,19]. So, these extraordinary electronic properties of graphene make it suitable for reliable on-chip interconnect material in future, with faster transport in the nanoscale regime [20–24].

To implement graphene as a practical on-chip interconnect material, it needs to be patterned into narrow ribbon, popularly known as graphene nanoribbon (GNR). Because of its geometry (limited width), GNR shows slightly deviated electrical properties than the ideal graphene structure [25,26]. To consider graphene as the next-generation interconnect material, we should compare the interconnect properties of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) directly to the existing on-chip interconnect materials. Considering this aspect, the current review article has been organized with the following topics. In Section 2, the basic structure of the GNR and structure dependent electrical properties have been discussed briefly. In Section 3, multiple techniques and methods have been discussed for GNRs fabrications, which are suitable for interconnect applications only. The equivalent electrical circuit model of the GNR interconnects has been discussed in Section 4. Considering the potentiality of the multilayer structure, an equivalent circuit model has been extended for multilayer graphene nanoribbons (MLGNRs) in Section 5. In Section 6, the performance of the GNR interconnects has been compared to the existing interconnect materials, like Cu, W, and other recently developed promising materials like single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) [27] and doped multilayered graphene nanoribbons [8,28–30]. In the performance comparison, issues like resistivity, capacitance, propagation delay, energy delay product, crosstalk effect, and stability analysis have been considered. Finally, Section 7 concludes the review.

2. Structural Properties of Graphene Nanoribbon (GNR)

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are the single layer graphene strips with a width less than 50 nm. Superior mobility, mean free path (MFP), linear \( E-k \) relationship, and a width-dependent transport gap make GNR more appropriate for interconnect application than Cu [31–34]. Single-layer GNRs offer a lower resistance per unit length than Cu for a line width \( w \) less than 8 nm [35]. GNRs can be metallic or semiconducting, depending on their geometry.

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have a transverse width \( w \) much smaller than the longitudinal length [36,37]. There are two basic shapes in GNR, namely nanoribbons with armchair edges and nanoribbons with zigzag edges, as shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively [36,38,39]. These edges have a 30° difference in their orientation [36]. Also, the edge carbon atoms of the GNRs are passivated by hydrogen atoms and, thus, have no contribution to the electronic states near the Fermi level [38,39].
Figure 2. Structure of graphene nanoribbons with (a) armchair edges (armchair ribbon) and (b) zigzag edges (zigzag ribbon) [31]. Reproduced with permission from [31]. Elsevier, 2012.

In Figure 2, $N$ indicates the number of dimers (two carbon sites) for the armchair GNR, and the number of zigzag lines for the zigzag GNR. The width $w$ of the graphene nanoribbon is directly related to the integer $N$. For the armchair GNRs, the length and width of the unit cell are $a_T = \sqrt{3}/2 a$ and $w = (N + 1) a/2$, respectively, as shown in Figure 2a. For the zigzag GNRs, the length and width of a unit cell are $a$ and $w (w = [\sqrt{3}N a/2 + a/\sqrt{3}])$, respectively, as shown in Figure 2b. The band structure projected onto the one-dimensional Brillouin zone of the armchair GNR with $N = 50$ is shown in Figure 3a, where the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band are located at $ka_T = 0$. An armchair GNR becomes metallic in nature if the number of carbon atoms, $N$, across its width is $3p + 2$, and is semiconducting if $N$ is $3p$ or $3p + 1$, where $p$ is an integer ($p = 1, 2, 3\ldots\ldots$). For a semiconducting GNR, the band gap decreases with the increase of the GNR width, and becomes metallic at a very large value of $N$ [24,31,40]. The zigzag GNRs onto the one-dimensional Brillouin zone have partially flat bands, because of their edge states and hence the band gaps are always zero with metallic behavior [5,38,39]. Figure 3b shows band structure of zigzag GNR for $N = 30$, where the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band are degenerating at $ka = \pi$ [24,31,38].

Figure 3. Energy band structure of (a) armchair nanoribbon with $N = 50$ and (b) zigzag nanoribbons with $N = 30$ [31]. Reproduced with permission from [31]. Elsevier, 2012.
The overall calculations report that the energy gap of the armchair GNR decreases with the increase of the nanoribbon width \( w \) [5,39]. The energy gap obtained from the tight binding (TB) model is significantly different from the first-principles calculations. The TB model results using nearest neighbor hopping integral, \( t = 2.7 \) eV [41], between \( \pi \)-electrons, are represented as a function of the width in Figure 4a for \( N = 3p, 3p + 1, \) and \( 3p + 2 \). Similar results are also calculated by the first-principle study and are presented in Figure 4b. In Figure 4a, the TB model results clearly reveal that the armchair GNR is semiconducting in nature, except for \( N = 3p + 2 \). The energy gap of the armchair GNR (\( \Delta_b \)) is inversely proportional to its width and increases with the hierarchy of \( \Delta_{3p} \geq \Delta_{3p+1} > \Delta_{3p+2} (=0) \) for any value of \( p \). The non-metallic nanoribbons are shown in the first-principle calculation and the hierarchy of energy gap maintains \( \Delta_{3p+1} \geq \Delta_{3p} > \Delta_{3p+2} (\neq 0) \), as shown in Figure 4b [39].

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Variation of the band gap of armchair graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) as a function of the width \( w \) obtained (a) from tight binding (TB) calculations with \( t = 2.7 \) eV (nearest neighbor hoping integral) and (b) from first-principles calculations within the local-density approximation (LDA) [39]. The number of dimer \( N \) is represented as \( N_b \) in this figure. Reproduced with permission from [39]. The American Physical Society, 2006.

### 3. Synthesis and Fabrication Techniques of GNR Interconnects

The atomic structures and geometric properties of the graphene nanoribbon (GNR) interconnect strongly depend on its synthesis techniques. Depending on the pattern and structure, metallic or semiconducting GNR interconnects are produced [8,42].

Various fabrication methods are proposed for graphene synthesis for the interconnect applications, and difficulties exist in every method. The developed graphene films are not purely single crystal, which can provide extraordinary electrical conductivity. Only a few layer graphene are suitable for the interconnects application, but the uncontrolled fabrication produces multilayer graphene that turns to graphite, which has a much lower conductivity because of the interlayer electron hopping [43]. Graphene can be synthesized by mechanical exfoliation from graphite and deposited onto an insulating substrate [44], but this technique is also uncontrollable and hence it is not suitable for mass fabrication. The epitaxial growth of graphene on SiC substrates is a potential method for wafer-level graphene synthesis. However, this method will not be suitable for interconnect fabrication, because the graphene nanoribbons are to be deposited on dielectric substrate for on-chip interconnects applications [5,8]. The synthesis of graphene by the segregation method, using a Ni or Cu substrate, followed by the transfer to another insulating substrate for patterning, is the most popular and suitable approach for interconnect applications [8,32].

Graphene nanoribbon fabrication techniques are basically three types, for example, (i) the cutting of graphene film along an appropriate direction using lithography; (ii) bottom-up synthesis from precursor molecules, and (iii) unzipping of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [45].
For interconnect applications, GNRs are synthesized by shaping the graphene film only where chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the common technique used to synthesize single or multilayer graphene film [21,28,30,46–51]. CVD-grown graphene films are large area polycrystalline in nature, where the grain sizes vary from tens of nanometers to micrometers [48]. Recently, CVD-grown graphene has been investigated as a promising material for micron level interconnects for complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices [52], and as interconnect materials in stretchable Si devices [53]. But, theoretically, the studied GNR interconnects are in few nanometer scales and could be smaller than the crystallite size of the CVD-grown graphene [47].

Behnam et al. [47] fabricated graphene nanoribbons with different widths (w) (e.g., 75, 60, and 53 nm) by using the standard CVD technique, as summarized in Figure 5a. The GNRs were placed on a N–Si substrate between two Au/Ti contact electrodes, as shown in the SEM image in Figure 5b. The AlOₓ layer was used to protect the GNR film, and AFM images were captured showing the width and thickness of GNRs (Figure 5c–e). The CVD-grown bulk graphene and GNRs with different aspect ratio were characterized by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 5f). The CVD graphene showed a narrow 2D peak, where a defect induced D’ peak was invisible. The D band intensity increases because of an increase of fraction of edge carbons. A significant disorder in D and D’ was observed in Figure 5f, in the case of graphene nanoribbons of different aspect ratio due presence of edges [47,54,55].

The CVD-grown graphene layers are transferred to the doped Si substrate, and the GNRs interconnects are patterned using photolithography and are given shape by the oxygen plasma etch, as reported [21,30,46].

The CVD-grown and intercalation-doped multilayer-graphene-nanoribbons (MLGNRs) were reported by Jiang et al. [28] for their superior interconnect application. A Cu–Ni catalyst was used for 10–15 layers of ML-graphene synthesis, where the number of the layer was controlled by changing the ratio of Cu and Ni. After transferring the MLGNR layer to the Si substrate, the Ni/Au alloy contacts were made for resistivity measurement (Figure 6d). MLGNR with different widths (e.g., 20.6, 84.1, and 280 nm) were grown and are shown as SEM images (Figure 6e–h). FeCl₃ intercalation doping was done to enhance the electrical conductivity of MLGNR. The doping was carried out at 633 K and
Figure 6. (a) Schematic of multilayer (ML)-graphene growth on Cu–Ni alloy; (b) Transferred ML-graphene on SiO₂ substrate followed by oxygen plasma etching with Ni line mask; (c) FeCl₃ intercalation doping at 633 K; (d) Four-probe test structures; SEM images of (e) four-probe test structure with patterned GNR; (f-h) GNRs with 20.6, 84.1, and 280 nm width. AFM image of (i) undoped ML-graphene and (j) 10 h FeCl₃ intercalation doped ML-graphene, indicating a 20% increase in thickness after doping; The Raman spectrum of (k,n) undoped ML-graphene, (l,o) FeCl₃ intercalation doped ML-graphene and (m) FeCl₃. Reproduced with permission from [28]. The American Physical Society, 2016.

Chen et al. [52] reported the fabrication of graphene interconnects and application in CMOS integration, as shown in Figure 7. An approximately 15–20 nm thick multilayer graphene was synthesized using the standard CVD method on the Si/SiO₂ substrate. The graphene layer was transferred to the target substrate through the poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) assisted method, clearly shown in the process flow chart of Figure 7a. Then, the standard CMOS-compatible fabrication technique was adopted, where the graphene interconnects were patterned into stripes of different widths/lengths by optical lithography and oxygen plasma etching. The graphene interconnects were shaped with a 3–5 μm width and 5–145 μm length. The Cr/Au contact was taken from the graphene interconnects. The via connections were taken from the top most metal layer of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) through the passivation layer, shown in Figure 7b. The via contacts were made from Ti metal. Clear optical images were captured showing graphene interconnects on the top layer of the ring oscillator array circuit in CMOS process (Figure 7c,d).

The patterning of graphene by the conventional photolithography technique offers rough edges in the GNR interconnects, and the MFP of GNR reduces significantly as a result of edge scattering. A potential chemical technique was proposed by Ci et al. [56] for the controlled nano-cutting of GNR along the crystallographic direction, producing smooth edges with an armchair or zigzag structure. A uniform Ni nanoparticles film was deposited on highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) plates. After drying, HOPG was annealed at 500 °C in Ar mixed with 15 vol% H₂ for 1 h, resulting in the formation of Ni nanoparticles on their surfaces. Ni nanoparticles can act as knives to pattern graphene and the size of the Ni nanoparticles controls the edge of ribbons (armchair and zigzag) [5,56].

~1.4 atm pressure for 10 h in an Argon atmosphere. Because of intercalation doping, the MLGNR thickness was increased from 10 to 12 nm, which is clearly shown in Figure 6i,j [28].
4. Basic Circuit Model of GNR Interconnects

The structure of a single layer graphene interconnect has been illustrated in Figure 8a, where $x$ and $x'$ are the contact ends. In Figure 8a, $l$ and $w$ are the length and width of single layer GNR, respectively, and $d$ is the displacement of GNR from the substrate. Figure 8b shows a schematic representation of a typical RLC model for a single layer GNR interconnect. At both ends of the circuit model (i.e., $x$ and $x'$), $R_{C1}$ and $R_{C2}$ are the contact resistances and the values depend on the quality of the contacts [5]. The values of contact resistances for single and few layer graphene nanoribbons are as small as one hundred ohms, as reported by Han et al. [57]. $R_Q$ is the quantum resistance of an ideal quantum wire, assuming zero scattering at the contacts and throughout its length, as represented in Equation (1) [5,58].

Figure 7. Process flows of as-fabricated on-chip graphene interconnect. (a) Transfer of CVD-grown graphene to target substrate; (b) integration of graphene with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuitry; (c) optical image of CMOS ring oscillator array locating graphene sheet; (d) optical image of one fabricated graphene interconnect on top of the CMOS ring oscillator array. (Inset) AFM image of graphene stripes [52]. Reproduced with permission from [52]. IEEE, 2010.
ideal quantum wire, assuming zero scatterings at the contacts and throughout its length, as represented in Equation (1) [5,58].

\[ R_Q = \frac{h}{2e^2} \frac{1}{N_{ch}} \approx \frac{12.9 \text{k}\Omega}{N_{ch}} \]  

(1)

where \( h \) is Planck’s constant, \( e \) is the electron charge, and \( N_{ch} \) is the number of conduction channels (modes) in one layer [8].

\[ \] 

Figure 8. (a) Structure of single layer graphene interconnect; (b) resistive-inductive-capacitive (RLC) model for a single layer GNR interconnect [5]. Reproduced with permission from [5]. IEEE, 2009.

In Figure 8b, \( dx \) is the differential element along the length of GNR interconnects where \( C_E \) and \( l_M \) represent electrostatic capacitance and magnetic inductance per unit length and are considered in the model like any other conductor. Values of \( C_E \) and \( l_M \) are determined by the geometry and the materials surrounding them and are represented by Equations (2) and (3).

\[ C_E \approx \frac{\varepsilon \mu w}{d} \]  

(2)

\[ l_M \approx \frac{\mu d}{w} \]  

(3)

where, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \mu \) are the dielectric permittivity and permeability of graphene, respectively. \( C_Q \) and \( l_K \) are the quantum capacitance and kinetic inductance per unit length. \( C_Q \) and \( l_K \) are not mutual components, and their values may increase and decrease linearly with increase of the number of the conduction channel (\( N_{ch} \)). \( C_Q \) and \( l_K \) are modeled in Equations (4) and (5), as follows [5,59,60].

\[ C_Q \approx \frac{1}{R_Q v_F} = \frac{2e^2}{h v_F} N_{ch} \approx (200 \text{ aF}/\mu\text{m}) N_{ch} \]  

(4)

\[ l_K \approx \frac{R_Q}{v_F} = \frac{h}{2e^2 v_F} N_{ch} \approx (8 \text{ nH}/\mu\text{m}) \frac{1}{N_{ch}} \]  

(5)

where \( v_F \) (8 \( \times \) 10^5 m/s) is the Fermi velocity in graphite [59,60]. The mean free path (MFP) of GNR is very long but finite. The electrons in GNR can get scattered by phonons, defects, and rough edges. So, the resistance per unit length of a GNR can be modeled by Equation (6) [18,59].

\[ r = \frac{R_Q}{\lambda_{eff}} \]  

(6)
where $\lambda_{eff}$ is the effective MFP. The number of conducting channels ($N_{ch}$) in each GNR can be calculated by considering the contributions of all of the electrons in all of the $N_C$ conduction sub bands and all of the holes in all of the $N_H$ valence sub bands, as represented in Equation (7) $[8,59,61,62]$.

$$N_{ch} = N_{ch,\text{electron}} + N_{ch,\text{hole}}$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{N_C} \left[ e^{(E_{in_i} - E_F)/kT} + 1 \right]^{-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_H} \left[ e^{(E_{ih_i} + E_F)/kT} + 1 \right]^{-1} \tag{7}$$

where $i$, $E_F$, $k$, and $T$ are the positive integer, Fermi energy, the Boltzmann constant, and temperature, respectively. $E_{in_i}$ and $E_{ih_i}$ are the minimum energy of electron and hole in the $i$th conduction sub-band, as represented in Equation (8) $[5,35,63]$.

$$E_i = \Delta E|i + \beta| \text{ where, } \Delta E = \frac{\hbar v_F}{2w} \approx (2eV \text{ nm}) \frac{1}{w} \tag{8}$$

$\Delta E$ is the sub-band energy in metallic GNR and $\beta$ is zero for the metallic GNR, and $1/3$ in the semiconducting GNR. This quantization is taken into consideration because of the limited width of the graphene nanoribbon $[59,63]$.

The number of conduction channels, that is, $N_{ch} = G/G_0 \text{ (} G_0 = 2e^2/h \text{) in metallic and semiconducting graphene nanoribbons, are obtained using the non-equilibrium green function (NEGF),}$ and are plotted as a function of the GNR width ($w$) in Figure 9a,b, respectively, where the Fermi energy was considered between 0 to 0.3 eV. Figure 9b shows no conduction channels in the narrow semiconducting armchair GNRs $[5]$.

![Figure 9](image_url)  

**Figure 9.** Conductance of (a) metallic armchair GNRs and (b) semiconducting armchair GNRs as function of width ($w$) of graphene nanoribbons $[5]$. Reproduced with permission from $[5]$. IEEE, 2009.

5. Circuit Model of Multilayer GNR Interconnects

The electrical resistance of a single layer graphene nanoribbon (GNR) is relatively high compared to Cu. A multilayer GNR (MLGNR) with a reduced equivalent resistance is more suitable for interconnect applications $[8,21,46,64]$. Also, the resistance of the MLGNR interconnects scales inversely with the number of layers $[7]$. The multilayer of graphene with van der Waals bonding is patterned into a few tens-of-nanometers-wide ribbons, and it offers a promising solution to the interconnect scaling issues $[28,65]$.

From the circuit analysis point of view, two types of contact technology are preferred, that is, (i) top contact (TC) technology, where metal contacts are taken from the top surface of MLGNR, as shown in Figure 10a, and (ii) side contact (SC) technology, where the metal contacts are taken from two sides of the GNR stack, as shown in Figure 10b. In TC technology, contact formation is very easy, but the effective resistance is high because the GNR layers are not in the parallel combination. On the
other hand, the effective resistance is very low with SC technology, because of the parallel connections of the GNR layers between two contacts, as shown in Figure 10b. Of course, the fabrication is difficult with SC technology [7,66].

![Figure 10. Schematic of multilayer graphene nanoribbon (MLGNR) interconnects with equivalent resistive network for (a) Top contact (TC) technology and (b) side contact (SC) technology.](image)

The interlayer spacing (δ) between the parallel layers is approximately 0.35 nm and total number \(N_{\text{Layer}}\) of single layer graphene nanoribbons (SLGNR) can be expressed, as in Equation (9) [7].

\[
N_{\text{Layer}} = 1 + \text{Integer} \left[ \frac{t}{\delta} \right]
\]  

(9)

The equivalent resistive circuit model of the MLGNR interconnects for TC and SC technology have been represented in Figure 7a,b, respectively, considering the c-axis resistivity of graphene. \(R_x\), in Figure 10, is modeled in Equation (10), by using Equations (1) and (6).

\[
R_x = \frac{h}{2q^2} \frac{dx}{N_{\text{ch}} \lambda_{\text{eff}}}
\]

(10)

The effective mean free path (\(\lambda_{\text{eff}}\)) of MLGNR, expressed in Equation (11), depends on the defects-induced MFP (\(\lambda_d\)) and MFP (\(\lambda_{\text{Edge}}\)), due to diffusive scattering near the GNR edges [7,67].

\[
\frac{1}{\lambda_{\text{eff}}} = \frac{1}{\lambda_d} + \frac{1}{\lambda_{\text{Edge}}}
\]

(11)
The defects-induced MFP ($\lambda_d$) significantly depends on the type of substrate and can be obtained up to ~1000 nm for the suspended GNR. The MFP of graphene on the SiO$_2$ substrate is roughly 100 nm, because of charge impurity and phonon scattering [7,67]. A recent study confirms that MFP increases up to 300 nm for a hexagonal boron nitride substrate, which can be considered as the realistic defects-induced MFP ($\lambda_d$) for MLGNR interconnects [68,69]. The MFP due to the edge scattering ($\lambda_{\text{Edge}}$) of GNR can be expressed in Equation (12).

\[
\lambda_{\text{Edge}} = \frac{w}{p} \sqrt{\left(\frac{E_F}{\Delta E_i} + \beta\right)^2 - 1}
\]  

where $w$ is the width of the GNR, $p$ is the backscattering probability of the electron near the GNR edges, $p = 0.2$ is the realistic value, and $p = 0$ signifies the smooth edges. $E_F$ and $\Delta E$ are the Fermi energy and sub band energy of metallic GNR, respectively, $i$ is the number of sub band, and $\beta$ is zero for the metallic GNR and one third for semiconducting GNR [7,63].

The interlayer resistance per unit length ($R_V$) for MLGNR is represented in Equation (13) [7].

\[
R_V = \frac{\rho_c \cdot \delta}{w \cdot dx}
\]

where $\rho_c$ is the c-axis resistivity of graphene and $\delta$ is the interlayer spacing (~0.35 nm). The c-axis resistivity was measured as 0.3 Ωm for highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [70]. The equivalent resistance per unit length ($R_N$) for the $N$-layer GNR with a top contact (TC) structure is presented in Equation (14) (Figure 10a) [66].

\[
R_N(\text{TC-MLGNR}) = \left(\frac{1}{R_{N-1} + R_V} + \frac{1}{R_X}\right)^{-1}
\]

The equivalent resistance per unit length ($R_N$) for the $N$-layer GNR with a side contact (SC) structure is presented in Equation (15) (Figure 10b) [66].

\[
R_N(\text{SC-MLGNR}) = \frac{R_X}{N_{\text{Layer}}}
\]

So, the net resistance of the $N$-layer SC-MLGNR interconnect is given as in Equation (16),

\[
R_T(\text{TC}) = R_N(\text{TC-MLGNR}) + \frac{R_Q + R_{C1} + R_{C2}}{N_{ch}}
\]

and the net resistance of $N$-layer TC-MLGNR interconnect is given in Equation (17), as follows:

\[
R_T(\text{SC}) = R_N(\text{SC-MLGNR}) + \frac{R_Q + R_{C1} + R_{C2}}{N_{ch} \times N_{\text{Layer}}}
\]

The quantum capacitance ($C_Q$) and kinetic inductance ($l_k$) of the multilayer GNR are increased and decreased, respectively, with the increase in the number of layers in MLGNR, as shown in Equations (18) and (19).

\[
C_Q(\text{MLGNR}) \approx \frac{1}{R_Q v_F} N_{\text{Layer}} = \frac{2e^2}{h v_F} N_{ch} N_{\text{Layer}}
\]

\[
l_k(\text{LMGNR}) \approx \frac{R_Q}{v_F} \frac{1}{N_{\text{Layer}}} = \frac{h}{2e^2 v_F} \frac{1}{N_{ch} N_{\text{Layer}}}
\]
6. Performance of GNR Interconnects and Comparison with Other Materials

In the previous sections, the structural properties, fabrication process, and basics of circuit modeling of single and multilayer graphene nanoribbon interconnects were highlighted. Also, the different electrical quantities of the graphene nanoribbon were elaborated on, in order to rely on its potentiality as on-chip interconnects. In this section, the performance of the GNR interconnects in terms of resistivity, capacitance, propagation delay, crosstalk effect, and stability are compared with the existing cutting-edge interconnect material, like copper. Also, the performance is compared between the carbon nanotubes (CNTs), single layer GNR, multilayer GNR, and doped GNR as the future promising interconnect materials.

6.1. Resistivity

In recent years, resistivity problem has become more serious in the existing interconnect materials, like Cu and W, because of the high integration in ICs. As the interconnect width decreases, the resistivity of the Cu interconnects increases tremendously, because of the grain boundary and side wall scattering of electrons \([10,71]\). The CNTs and graphene attract attention because of their large mean free path (ideal MFP \(\approx 1 \mu m\)) and very high carrier mobility \([33]\). Because of edge scattering, the effective MFP decreases significantly in GNR, compared to CNT. Also, the mobility in GNR decreases with the lowering width (below 60 nm) \([10,72]\). The metallic and semiconducting properties of GNR depend on its chirality \([19,73,74]\). But a high quality graphene strip and single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) can conduct with a large current density and an almost similar magnitude \([75]\). However, the major advantages of GNR over SWCNT are its straightforward fabrication, well defined chirality compared to random chirality of CNTs, proper control of its band gap, MFP, mobility, and resistivity \([33]\).

However, in a performance comparison, (i) the theoretically calculated global resistances or resistance per unit length (\(\Omega/\mu m\)) and (ii) practically measured resistivity (\(\mu \Omega cm\)) of different interconnects are described as the function of width (\(w\) in nm). Naeemi et al., \([33]\) in their physical model, showed the per unit length resistance values (\(\Omega/\mu m\)) of the metallic and semiconducting GNRs, monolayer SWCNT, and copper wire interconnects as the function of width (\(w\)), where they considered the length to be larger than the MFP (Figure 11), where the thickness of the copper wire was assumed to be 7\% of its width for \(w > 30\) nm and 2 nm for \(w < 30\) nm. From the same figure (Figure 11), we also observe that for \(w > 100\) nm, both the metallic and semiconducting GNRs have similar trends of resistance. Below a 100 nm semiconducting, GNRs have a very high resistance, and below a 5 nm width, they become virtually insulators. For metallic ribbons, the resistance is constant below 20 nm, because of the diffusive edge scatterings resulting in short MFPs. For \(w \leq 8\) nm, the models reveal that metallic GNRs offer a lower resistance than copper wires with the unity aspect ratio. However, the SWCNT interconnects offer smaller resistances compared to all types of GNRs and for all widths \([33]\).

The resistance per unit length (\(\Omega/\mu m\)) of the GNR interconnects was theoretically calculated and plotted as a function of the width (\(w\)), as shown in Figure 12 \([5]\). Considering the smooth edge approximation (MFP \(\approx 1 \mu m\)) in the TB method, the resistance was calculated for single layer armchair and zigzag GNR in Figure 12a,b, respectively, and compared with the Cu wires (unity aspect ratio) and SWCNT with a random chirality. In Figure 12a, the semiconducting \((N = 3p + 1\) and \(N = 3p)\) and metallic \((N = 3p + 2)\) type armchair GNR, and in Figure 12b, the zigzag GNR for the Fermi energy \((E_f)\) of 0 and 0.2 eV were compared with Cu and SWCNT. The single layer GNRs have a resistance per unit length smaller than Cu for a width below 8 nm \([5]\). The per unit length resistances of single layer GNRs are plotted versus width, in Figure 12c, considering the edge backscattering probability \(P = 0, 0.2,\) and 1, and Fermi energy of 0.2 and 0.4 eV. It is clearly evident from Figure 12c that the edge roughness can increase the resistances of the GNR interconnects by an order of magnitude, especially for the small widths. So, a proper patterning method for getting smooth edge GNRs is essential for practical application. Additionally, an increase of the Fermi level in GNR lowers their per unit length resistances considerably \([5]\).
was collected from the graphite piece and patterned in graphene nanoribbons by photolithography. The graphene flake is offered by a single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) compared to GNR and Cu. The 2D resistivity in case of single layer GNR, only below 8 nm of width. Therefore, the overall superior conductivity from sets of parallel GNRs and was plotted in Figure 13b. It was found that the best resistivity of the Cu interconnects increases tremendously, because of the grain boundary and non-uniformity of the width of the different GNRs, ten GNRs were measured in parallel and zigzag GNRs versus width, in Figure 12c, considering the edge backscattering probability.

The 2D resistivity of the GNRs were measured and compared with that of Cu by Murali et al. [9]. The graphene flake decreases with the lowering width (below 60 nm) [10,72]. The metallic and semiconducting properties of GNR depend on its chirality [19,73,74]. But a high quality graphene strip and single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) can conduct with a large current density and an almost similar magnitude compared to random chirality of CNTs, proper control of its band gap, MFP, and carrier mobility [75]. However, the major advantages of GNR over SWCNT are its straightforward fabrication, well-defined chirality compared to random chirality of CNTs, proper control of its band gap, and zigzag GNRs in Figure 12a,b, respectively, and compared with the Cu wires (unity aspect ratio). The Au/Ti contacts were taken from the GNR surface, as shown in the SEM image in Figure 13a. To mask the photocopying, the GNR was patterned in graphene nanoribbons by photolithography technique with dimensions of 18 nm < L < 52 nm and 0.2 µm < W < 1 µm. The Au/Ti resistance was calculated for single layer armchair GNRs, monolayer SWCNT, and copper wire interconnects as the function of width (Figure 11), where the thickness of the copper wire was assumed to be 7% of its width for the small widths. So, a proper patterning method for getting smooth edge GNRs is essential for practical application. Additionally, an increase of the Fermi level in GNR lowers their per unit length resistance considerably [5].

However, in a performance comparison, (i) the theoretically calculated global resistances or per unit length smaller than Cu for a width below 8 nm [5]. The per unit length resistances of single layer GNRs have a resistance per unit length (Ω/µm) that is significantly lower than Cu and SWCNT. (ii) type armchair GNR, and in Figure 12b, the zigzag GNR for the Fermi energy, E, = 0, 0.2, and 1 eV were compared with Cu and SWCNT. The single layer GNRs have a resistance per unit length (Ω/µm) of the GNR interconnects was theoretically calculated and compared with that of Cu by Murali et al. [9]. The graphene flake was collected from the graphite piece and patterned in graphene nanoribbons by photolithography.
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**Figure 11.** Resistance per unit length (Ω/µm) versus width (w) of GNRs, single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT), and Cu [33]. Reproduced with permission from [33]. IEEE, 2007.

![Figure 12](image2.png)

**Figure 12.** Resistance per unit length of GNRs plotted as a function of width comparing with Cu and SWCNT. (a) Armchair GNRs for smooth edge; (b) zigzag GNRs for smooth edge; (c) rough edge GNRs with backscattered probability P = 0, 0.2, and 1 [5]. Reproduced with permission from [5]. IEEE, 2009.

So, the theoretical results as discussed above confirm that the resistance per unit length is lowered in case of single layer GNR, only below 8 nm of width. Therefore, the overall superior conductivity is offered by a single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) compared to GNR and Cu. The 2D resistivity of the GNRs were measured and compared with that of Cu by Murali et al. [9]. The graphene flake was collected from the graphite piece and patterned in graphene nanoribbons by photolithography.
technique with dimensions of $18 \text{ nm} < w < 52 \text{ nm}$ and $0.2 \mu \text{m} < L < 1 \mu \text{m}$. The Au/Ti contacts were taken from the GNR surface, as shown in the SEM image in Figure 13a. To mask the non-uniformity of the width of the different GNRs, ten GNRs were measured in parallel configuration and calculated for single GNR. The GNR showed 2–3 times less resistivity ($\mu \Omega \text{cm}$) than Cu at $T = 300 \text{ K}$ within the range of $18 \text{ nm} < w < 52 \text{ nm}$. It was collected from International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2007 data. The resistivity of the individual GNR was extracted from sets of parallel GNRs and was plotted in Figure 13b. It was found that the best resistivity of GNR for a given width was comparable to a Cu wire of same width. Because of the different scattering mechanism of GNRs on a SiO$_2$ substrate, the mobility was reduced, thereby limiting the measured resistivity of GNRs.

Figure 13. (a) SEM image of a set of ten GNRs between each electrode pair; (b) Performance of individual GNRs of various line widths. The equivalent Cu resistivity is shown by a star [9]. Reproduced with permission from [9]. IEEE, 2009.

The resistivity of the undoped and FeCl$_3$ intercalation doped MLGNRs were practically measured by Jiang et al. [28], and compared with the resistivity of Cu. The multilayer graphene was synthesized using the CVD method, and the MLGNRs were patterned using the photolithography method. A detailed fabrication process has been discussed in Section 3. Figure 14a,b represent the measured resistivity of the undoped and doped MLGNR for a width of $20 \text{ nm} < w < 200 \text{ nm}$. The measured resistivity of the undoped MLGNRs are significantly high compared to the doped one, and interestingly, the resistivity is decreased at the lower width of the doped MLGNRs (Figure 14). However, the resistivity of the doped MLGNRs and Cu was compared as a function of the width ($w$) in Figure 14c, where a 12 nm thickness was considered for both. The Cu interconnects suffer from a reliability issue below a 40 nm width, because of the grain boundary and side wall scattering [10,71]. At a 20 nm wire width (Figure 14c), an almost similar resistivity is observed for the doped MLGNRs and Cu interconnects when both are 12 nm thick. The Cu wire with an aspect ratio two offers a much lower resistivity compared to the doped MLGNR at $w = 20 \text{ nm}$, but Cu suffers from a reliability issue (Figure 14c) [28].

The resistances of Cu, SWCNT bundles, mono-layer zigzag (zz) GNR, multi-layer (ML) zz-GNR, tungsten (W), and AsF$_5$ doped ML-zz-GNR were measured in the form of both global and local interconnects, in Figure 15a,b, respectively [8]. For the local interconnects, the individual length is given in Figure 15. Below a 22 nm technology node, the SWCNT bundles are the best, while all of the GNR structures have a higher resistivity than Cu for both the global and local wires. However, the AsF$_5$-doped multilayer GNR always performs better than the undoped mono and multilayer zz-GNRs.
6.2. Capacitance

The potentiality of the interconnect materials strongly depends on its intrinsic and parasitic resistance and capacitance. The resistance and resistivity of the graphene nanoribbon interconnects have been discussed elaborately in previous sub-section, and an overall higher value was found compared to the Cu interconnects. But, the estimated capacitance per unit length \( \frac{fF}{\mu m} \) for the GNR interconnects shows a lower value compared to the Cu interconnects, because of the extremely lower thickness of the graphene film. Obviously, the capacitance increases with the increasing number of graphene layers.

Figure 14. Measured resistivity (a) undoped multilayer GNRs (MLGNRs); (b) 10 h FeCl\(_3\) intercalation doped MLGNRs; (c) comparative performance between the doped MLGNR with 12 nm thickness, Cu wire with 12 nm thickness, and Cu wire with aspect ratio (AR) of two [28]. Reproduced with permission from [28]. The American Chemical Society, 2016.

Figure 15. Resistance comparison of SWCNT bundles, mono-layer zigzag (zz)-GNR, ML-zz-GNR, tungsten (W) and AsF\(_5\) doped ML-zz-GNR as (a) global and (b) local interconnects. W is not considered for global wires because of its high resistivity [8]. Reproduced with permission from [8]. IEEE, 2009.
The capacitance value of the GNR interconnects is estimated by considering the quantum capacitance and electrostatic capacitance, and is simulated by the Raphael simulation reported by Pan et al. [76]. The capacitance of GNR interconnects with the variable layers (from 1 to 20) are compared with the Cu interconnects for a variable width of 15 nm < w < 45 nm, as shown in Figure 16. Although, the capacitance per unit length is increased with the number of graphene layers (from 1 to 20), and the overall value of the capacitance is significantly less compared to the Cu interconnects.

After the individual comparison of the resistance and capacitance of the graphene nanoribbon interconnects with the Cu interconnects, as discussed in the previous section, the propagation delay and energy delay product (EDP) of MLGNR is compared with the Cu interconnects [3,7] in this section.

The cross sections of the Cu and MLGNR interconnect are shown in Figure 17a, and the schematic of the circuit delay is shown in Figure 17b. The 50\% system delay expressions for the MLGNR interconnects (\(t_{d,MLGNR}\)) and for the Cu interconnects (\(t_{d,Cu}\)) from Figure 17b are represented by Equations (20) and (21), respectively [7]. Coefficients 0.69 and 0.38 were used to represent the propagation delay of the lumped and distributed network, respectively.

\[
t_{d,MLGNR} = 0.69 \left[ R_S(C_S + C_L) + \frac{R_{tL} + R_{tR} + R_{L}^2}{N_{layer}} C_L \right] + 0.69 \left[ r_w C_L + \left( R_S + \frac{R_{tL}}{N_{layer}} + \frac{R_{tR}}{2N_{layer}} \right) c_w \right] L + 0.38 r_w c_w L^2 \tag{20}
\]

\[
t_{d,Cu} = 0.69 \left( R_S(C_S + C_L) \right) + 0.69 \left( r_w C_L + R_S c_w \right) L + 0.38 r_w c_w L^2 \tag{21}
\]

The distributed capacitance, \(C_w\), is the series combination of the electrostatic capacitance and the quantum capacitance. The energy dissipation of the same system (Figure 17b) is presented in Equation (22).

\[
E = \frac{1}{2} (C_S + C_L + c_w L) V_{DD}^2 \tag{22}
\]

where \(V_{DD}\) represents the bias voltage.

If the number of layers in MLGNR increases, the effective resistance for both the top contact (TC) and side contact (SD) devices will decrease. At the same time, the equivalent capacitance will increase with the increasing number of layers in MLGNR. So, an optimal point is expected, where a 50\% RC delay and EDP will be minimum for a particular number of layers in the MLGNR interconnect. The delay versus number of layers, and EDP versus number of layers, as plotted in Figure 18a,b, exhibit a minimum point in the cases of both the TC and SC-MLGNR interconnects. The minimum delay and EDP are obtained in the case of SC compared to TC. So, TC-MLGNR requires a fewer number of layers compared to SC-MLGNR, in order to minimize the delay and EDP. It signifies that
the interconnect capacitance has a stronger impact on the top contact compared to the side contact of the MLGNR.

Figure 17. (a) Cross section of Cu and MLGNR. For ITRS 9.5 technology node, \( w = 9.5 \, \text{nm}, s = 9.5 \, \text{nm}, t = 20 \, \text{nm}, \) and \( h = 20 \, \text{nm}. \) The thickness of GNR depends on the number of layers, \( t' = 0.35 \times (2N - 1) \, \text{nm}. \) Dielectric constant for International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 9.5 node is 1.85; (b) Equivalent distribution of resistive-capacitive (RC) circuit of the driver-interconnect-load system \([7]\). Here, \( R_S \) and \( C_S \) are the source resistance and capacitance. \( R_{C1} \) and \( R_{C2} \) are the resistances at the two contacts. \( r_w \) and \( c_w \) are the per-unit-length resistance and capacitance of the interconnect, respectively. \( C_L \) is the load capacitance, and \( N_{ch} \) is the numbers of conduction channels in the topmost layer of MLGNR interconnect. Reproduced with permission from \([7]\). IEEE, 2012.

Figure 18. (a) Delay versus number of layers and (b) energy delay product (EDP) versus number of layers for top and side contacts \([3]\). Reproduced with permission from \([3]\). IEEE, 2013.

Figure 19 shows the delay as a function of the MLGNR and Cu interconnects width, correlated with the ITRS technology year. A delay is represented for the GNR edge backscattering probability of 0% \((P = 0)\) and 20% \((P = 0.2)\). Also, two different cases are considered for the (i) minimum-sized driver \((W/L = 1)\) with \( l = 10 \) gate pitches and (ii) five-times of the minimum-sized driver \((W/L = 5)\) with \( l = 50 \) gate pitches.

For the minimum-sized driver, a smooth edge \((P = 0)\) MLGNR performs better for all of the width and MFP of 1 \, \mu m and 300 \, nm, compared to the Cu interconnects (Figure 19a). For the 20% edge scattering, the Cu interconnects perform better than the TC-MLGNR below a 15 \, nm width (Figure 19b). For a five-times minimum-sized driver, the SC-MLGNR with a MFP of 1 \, \mu m performs better than the Cu interconnects for all of the technological nodes (Figure 19c). But, the Cu interconnects perform better than all of the MLGNR for \( P = 0.2 \) (Figure 19d).
Figure 19. Impact of dimensional scaling on the delays of Cu and MLGNR interconnects with different driver sizes \((L)\) and different edge-scattering probability \((P)\). (a) \(L = 10, P = 0\); (b) \(L = 10; P = 0.2\); (c) \(L = 50, P = 0\); (d) \(L = 50, P = 0.2\) [7]. Reproduced with permission from [7]. IEEE, 2012.

The EDP performance is better for a smooth edge \((P = 0)\) MLGNR in a 9.5 technology node for any interconnect length, compared to the Cu interconnects, shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. EDP of Cu and MLGNR interconnects as a function of interconnect length [7]. Reproduced with permission from [7]. IEEE, 2012.
Considering the RLC model in Figure 5b, a delay was calculated in 11 nm technology by Xu et al. [8]. The delay calculations were done for the zz-GNR, zz-MLGNR, doped zz-MLGNR, W, and SWCNT bundle, and they were compared with the Cu interconnects (Figure 21). A similar study was carried out for the minimum driver size and double minimum driver size, and is shown in Figure 21a,b, respectively. The edge roughness is represented here in terms of specularity ($p$). The smooth edge signifies a complete specular edge (i.e., $P = 1$) or zero backscattering probability (i.e., $P = 0$).

The performance of the monolayer and multilayer zz-GNR is worse than Cu, even if a complete specular edge is assumed. The zz-MLGNR performs better than Cu only if it is doped (AsF$_5$) by intercalation and the specular edge $p > 0.8$. The AsF$_5$-doped zz-MLGNR may be slightly better than the SWCNT bundles if $p = 1$ can be achieved (Figure 21).

6.4. Crosstalk Effect

The integrated circuits consist of several adjacent interconnects, which are responsible for the generation of parasitic elements like mutual inductance and capacitance. Because of these parasitic components, a crosstalk effect is generated that can be considered as an extra serious matter in large scale integration [77,78]. The crosstalk phenomenon makes serious problem for the reliable operation of an interconnect, showing different effects like overshoot/undershoot [77], delay [79], glitch [78], and so on.

Figure 22a shows the cross-sectional view of the coupled MLGNR interconnects. To calculate the worst-case time-delay due to the crosstalk effect, the distributed RLC lines are drawn in Figure 22b, considering the parasitic coupling capacitor ($C_{CdX}$) and inductor ($M_{dx}$). Now, $C_C = e t / s$ and $M = \mu s / t$ denote the per-unit length values of the equivalent capacitance and mutual inductance induced by the coupling effects, where $t$ and $s$ are the MLGNR thickness and the distance between two interconnects [77,80].

A crosstalk delay is calculated in the literature [4] for neutral zz-MLGNR and AsF$_5$ doped zz-MLGNR, considering ITRS technology node 8 nm and 11 nm, respectively. A crosstalk delay of MLGNR is compared with the Cu interconnect delay as a function of the interconnect length ($l$) for different specularity ($p$). A crosstalk delay is improved for the neutral and doped zz-MLGNR for all of the specularity compared to the Cu interconnects in a 8 nm technology node. In a 11 nm node, only doped zz-MLGNR shows an improved performance compared with the Cu interconnects for specularity $p = 0.8$ and 1.
A stability analysis is another performance criterion of multilayer GNR (MLGNR) interconnects. The analysis of the Nyquist stability and Bode stability by considering the distributed RLC model of the MLGNR interconnects is shown in this section [6,81].

The Nyquist plot in a complex plane coordinates system can be considered as a powerful tool for investigating the system’s relative stability. The critical point (−1, 0), in the complex plane, is the critical point for stability. The point must move towards outside the diagram, showing a better stability of the system [81,82]. Figure 23a shows the Nyquist stability diagram for MLGNR interconnects of various lengths (100 µm < l < 300 µm) for a constant width (w) of 10 nm. Figure 23b shows the zoomed portion where a critical point is shifted outwards of the diagram for larger length MLGNR interconnects, showing its improved stability performance. The study was also repeated for a variable width of MLGNR (10 nm < w < 20 nm) for a constant length of 100 µm, as shown in Figure 23c. The zoomed portions of Figure 23c in Figure 23d clearly show the outwards shifting of the critical point for the larger width of MLGNR, showing its improved stability characteristics. So, the transmission line modeling along with the Nyquist stability diagram confirms that the relative stability of the MLGNR interconnects system increases with an increase of either the length or width [6,59].

A similar RLC model can be implemented for the Bode stability analysis of the MLGNR interconnects. The Bode stability can be measured from the gain margin (GM) and phase margin (PM) of a system. As the GM and PM are increased, the system stability increases. In the literature [63], the relative stability of Cu, TC-MLGNR, and SC-MLGNR are demonstrated by increasing the interconnect length from 10 to 100 µm, and varying the interconnect widths from 11 to 22 nm. Figure 24a,b show the GM and PM as a function of the interconnect length for a 16 nm ITRS technology node, where the GM and PM of the TC-GNR interconnect are very close to that of the Cu interconnect. In Figure 24c,d, the GM and PM are plotted as a function of the interconnect width for a 10 µm constant length. Here, the GM and PM are high in the TC-GNR interconnect compared with the Cu and SC-GNR interconnects. Similar to the Nyquist stability, the Bode stability analysis in Figure 24 also confirms that the relative stability increases when the interconnect length (l) and width (w) increase, and hence, the system becomes more stable. As the interconnect length is increased, the network delay increases. Then, the step response of all types of interconnects tends to damp more rapidly and the system becomes more stable [59].
Figure 22. (a) Schematic of coupled MLGNR interconnects on a ground plane; (b) zoomed in portion of the diagram (a) surrounded by the circle; (c) for $l = 100 \mu m$ and $10 \mu m \leq w \leq 20 \mu m$; (b) zoomed in portion of the diagram (c) surrounded by the circle [39]. Reproduced with permission from [39]. IEEE, 2010.

Figure 23. Nyquist diagrams for the distributed RLC model of MLGNR interconnect (a) for $w = 10 \text{ nm}$ and $100 \mu m \leq l \leq 300 \mu m$; (b) zoomed in portion of the diagram (a) surrounded by the circle; (c) for $l = 100 \mu m$ and $10 \mu m \leq w \leq 20 \text{ nm}$; (b) zoomed in portion of the diagram (c) surrounded by the circle [39]. Reproduced with permission from [39]. IEEE, 2010.

Figure 24. Bode stability analysis for Cu, TC-GNR, and SC-GNR interconnects. (a) Gain margin (dB) and (b) phase margin (degree) vs. interconnect length plot at 16 nm technology node; (c) Gain margin (dB) and (d) phase margin (degree) vs. interconnect width ($w$) plot at 10 $\mu m$ length [63]. Reproduced with permission from [63]. IEEE, 2017.
7. Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this review, a systematic study has been carried out to analyze the potential application of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) as one of the next generation of on-chip interconnects. The shape of the graphene nanoribbon has a strong impact on its electrical properties. While the armchair edge GNR shows semiconducting as well as metallic behavior, depending on the number of dimers, the zigzag edge GNR shows to be always semiconducting in nature. After studying the structural and electrical properties, synthesis, and fabrication techniques, the GNR interconnect has been explored in detail. The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method is the popular technique for the synthesis of high quality mono- or multi-layer graphene film, and photolithography is the most suitable technique for patterning the GNRs with an appropriate width and length. As the conductivity of GNR strongly depends on its edge shape and edge roughness, the patterning of GNR from a graphene sheet is still a challenging task. GNR conductivity also depends on its number of layers. The mono layer shows a high resistivity, and the large number of layers show a graphitic nature with poor conductivity. So, only a few layer GNRs are suitable for interconnect applications, and therefore the controlled synthesis of GNR is of prime interest for the development of the technology for the replacement of conventional metal interconnects by GNR.

The electrical circuit modeling of GNR interconnects with the distributed RLC network is explored to relate its structural properties with electrical behavior. The model shows a strong dependence of conductivity of GNR on its width, especially below a 20 nm range. The mean free path (MFP) of suspended graphene is very high and close to 1 µm, but it is reduced significantly to roughly 100 nm on a SiO₂ substrate because of charged impurity scattering and phonon scattering. MFP increases up to 300 nm for hexagonal boron nitride substrate. The conductivity of the GNR interconnects strongly depends on the backscattering probability of the electron near its edges. The conductance of the GNR interconnects increases significantly for complete specular edges (i.e., zero back scattering). The electrical resistance of a single layer graphene nanoribbon (GNR) is relatively high compared to Cu, whereas a multilayer GNR (MLGNR) offers a reduced equivalent resistance, which is more suitable for interconnect applications.

In a performance comparison of the GNR interconnects with Cu (aspect ratio 2), resistivity is found to be low in case of Cu above 10 nm in width. In a few cases, GNR shows better resistivity when w < 8–10 nm only. On the other hand, the GNR interconnects show low-value capacitance compared to the Cu interconnects, because of the extremely low thickness of the graphene film. Obviously, the capacitance increases with the increase in the number of layers of graphene. After comparing the resistive and capacitive properties of the GNR interconnects, a 50% RC delay is calculated and found to be lower than Cu for all of the cases when the edge backscattering probability for GNR is zero. The energy delay product (EDP) is also found to be lower in case of the specular edge GNR compared with the Cu interconnects. An improvised performance is also found for the GNR interconnects considering a high MFP of 1 µm. But, the GNR interconnects must have a non-zero edge backscattering probability with reduced MFP (<µm) on the substrates, like SiO₂, BN, and so on, for practical implementations.

The performance of a few layers of GNR has been compared with single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and doped MLGNR, and the overall better result has been found compared to single or multilayer GNR interconnects. If GNR is compared with SWCNT, the former has edge scattering, which reduces the effective MFP. From a fabrication point of view, the synthesis of GNR is more straightforward than SWCNT. Also, the chirality of GNR is not random like SWCNT. However, until now, doped GNR is the less explored area in the domain of interconnects.

In this review article, it is essentially concluded that the graphene nanoribbons (GNR) are far more suitable as an interconnect material for the fabrication of the most advanced electronic circuits and devices. The inherent superior properties of graphene instill the development of GNR interconnects. Furthermore, the article has revealed the merits of multilayer graphene nanoribbons (MLGNR), which are easier to fabricate and are more cost effective than single layer graphene nanoribbons (SLGNR).
The article also reflects the enhanced performance of GNR as the on-chip interconnects, compared to the conventional metal interconnects, like Cu or W. The possible scientific interpretations have been put forward to convince the arguments in favor of the potential of recently developed graphene nanoribbons for efficient applications as on chip interconnects in the miniaturized advanced electronic circuits and devices.
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